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Universal Semantic Annotator
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Abstract Explicit semantic knowledge has often been considered a necessary in-
gredient to enable the development of intelligent systems. However, current state-
of-the-art tools for the automatic extraction of such knowledge often require expert
understanding of the complex techniques used in lexical and sentence-level seman-
tics and their linguistic theories. To overcome this limitation and lower the barrier
to entry, we present the Universal Semantic Annotator (USeA) ELG pilot project,
which offers a transparent way to automatically provide high-quality semantic anno-
tations in 100 languages through state-of-the-art models, making it easy to exploit
semantic knowledge in real-world applications.

1 Overview and Objectives of the Pilot Project

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which
aims at enabling computers to process, understand and generate text in the same
way as we humans do. Although AI systems are nowadays able to process massive
amounts of text, they are still far from achieving true Natural Language Understand-
ing (NLU). Indeed, current systems still struggle in explicitly identifying and ex-
tracting the meaning or semantics conveyed by a text of interest. Nonetheless, the
integration of explicit semantics has already been successfully exploited in a wide
array of downstream tasks that span multiple areas of AI from NLP with informa-
tion retrieval, question answering, text summarisation, and machine translation, to
computer vision with visual semantic role labeling and situation recognition. Un-
fortunately, expert knowledge of lexical semantics, sentence-level semantics and
complex deep learning techniques often becomes a roadblock in the integration of
explicit semantic information into downstream tasks and real-world applications, es-
pecially in multilingual scenarios. To lower the entry point for semantic knowledge
integration into multilingual applications, we present the Universal Semantic Anno-
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tator (USeA) project, the first unified API for three core tasks in NLU: Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD), Semantic Role Labeling (SRL), and Abstract Meaning Rep-
resentation (AMR) parsing. With USeA, we offer a simple yet efficient way to use
state-of-the-art multilingual models within a single framework accessible via REST
API, browsers, and programmatically. This will ease the integration of NLU models
in NLP pipelines (also for low-resource languages), allowing them to exploit explicit
semantic information to improve their performance.

2 Methodology

USeA is the first unified set of APIs for high-performance multilingual NLU, sup-
porting 100 languages. USeA employs state-of-the-art multilingual neural networks
to provide automatic semantic annotations for WSD, SRL and AMR Parsing.

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the task of associating a word in context
with its most appropriate sense from a sense inventory (Bevilacqua et al. 2021b).
USeA provides word sense labels using an improved version of the state-of-the-art
WSD model proposed by Conia and Navigli (2021), which, differently from other
ready-to-use tools forWSD based on graph-based heuristics (Moro et al. 2014; Scoz-
zafava et al. 2020) or non-neural models (Papandrea et al. 2017), is built on top of a
Transformer encoder. Crucially, thanks to BabelNet 5 (Navigli et al. 2021), a multi-
lingual encyclopedic dictionary, USeA is able to disambiguate text in 100 languages.

Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) is the task of answering the question “Who did
What, to Whom, Where, When, and How?” (Màrquez et al. 2008), providing a struc-
tured and explicit representation of the underlying semantics of a sentence. Differ-
ently from other available SRL systems, USeA encapsulates an improved version of
the neural model introduced by Conia et al. (2021a), which performs state-of-the-art
cross-lingual SRL with heterogeneous linguistic inventories.

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) parsing is the task of capturing the
semantics of a sentence through a rooted directed acyclic graph, with nodes rep-
resenting concepts and edges representing their relations (Banarescu et al. 2013).
USeA offers a multilingual version of SPRING (Bevilacqua et al. 2021a), a recent
state-of-the-art, end-to-end system for Text-to-AMR generation.

3 Implementation

The USeA pipeline is organised in five self-contained modules that are transparent
to the end user, as shown in Figure 1.

Orchestrator Module. The Orchestrator Module is the core of USeA and serves
as an entry point for the semantic API. Being an end-to-end system, the end user
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Fig. 1 USeA architecture: a user sends text to the USeA server and receives semantic information;
in the server, the orchestrator processes the input using task-specific modules

is only required to send raw text to our service. The input text is then processed by
the Preprocessing Module and the result sent to the WSD, SRL and AMR Parsing
modules. In particular, since the SRL and AMR Parsing tasks are more demanding,
we offload the WSD module to CPU and run SRL and AMR Parsing requests on
GPU to optimise hardware usage. The responses from the three semantic modules
are then combined and sent back to the end user.

PreprocessingModule. The preprocessing module takes care of producing the pre-
processing information that is usually needed by NLP systems, i. e., language iden-
tification, document splitting, tokenisation, lemmatisation, and part-of-speech tag-
ging. In order to support as many languages as possible while keeping low hardware
requirements, the preprocessing module is built around Trankit (Nguyen et al. 2021)
and supports 100 languages with a single model.

WSD Module. We developed AMuSE-WSD (Orlando et al. 2021) as our WSD
module. Its neural architecture is based on XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al. 2020),
a multilingual Transformer model. More specifically, given a word in context, the
WSD module i) builds a contextualised representation of the word using the hidden
states of XLM-RoBERTa, ii) applies a non-linear transformation to obtain a sense-
specific representation, and iii) computes the output score distribution over all the
possible senses of the input word.

SRL Module. InVeRo-XL (Conia et al. 2021b) is the SRL system we developed
for USeA. Similarly to the WSD module, the SRL module is also based on XLM-
RoBERTa. In particular, given an input sentence, the SRL module i) builds a se-
quence of contextualised word representations using the hidden states of XLM-
RoBERTa, ii) identifies and disambiguates each predicate in the sentence, and iii)
for each predicate, produces its arguments and their semantic roles.

AMR Parsing Module. The AMR Parsing Module is heavily based on SPRING
(Blloshmi et al. 2021), which we extended to support multiple languages. SPRING is
a sequence-to-sequence Transformer model that operates as a parser by “translating”
an input sentence into a linearised AMR graph. We extend SPRING to support 100
languages by replacing BART with the multilingual version of T5.
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English datasets Multilingual datasets

Se2 Se3 Se07 Se13 Se15 All Se13 Se15 Xl-Wsd

Moro et al. (2014) 67.0 63.5 51.6 66.4 70.3 65.5 65.6 – 52.9
Papandrea et al. (2017) 73.8 70.8 64.2 67.2 71.5 – – – –
Scozzafava et al. (2020) 71.6 72.0 59.3 72.2 75.8 71.7 73.2 66.2 57.7
USeA (WSD) 77.8 76.0 72.1 77.7 81.5 77.5 76.8 73.0 66.2

Table 1 English WSD results in F1 scores on Senseval-2 (SE2), Senseval-3 (SE3), SemEval-
2007 (SE07), SemEval-2013 (SE13), SemEval-2015 (SE15), and the concatenation of the datasets
(ALL); we also include results on multilingual WSD in SemEval-2013 (DE, ES, FR, IT), SemEval-
2015 (IT, ES), and XL-WSD (average over 17 languages, English excluded)

Catalan Czech German English Spanish Chinese

AllenNLP’s SRL demo – – – 86.5 – –
InVeRo – – – 86.2 – –
USeA (SRL) 83.3 85.9 87.0 86.8 81.8 84.9

Table 2 Comparison between USeA and other recent automatic tools for SRL; F1 scores on argu-
ment labeling with pre-identified predicates on the CoNLL-2012 English test set and the CoNLL-
2009 test sets converted from dependency-based to span-based

4 Evaluation

USeA offers state-of-the-art models for multilingual WSD, SRL and AMR Parsing.
Here, we report its results on standard gold benchmarks for each task.

Results inWSD. We evaluate ourWSDModule against other disambiguation tools
on gold standard benchmarks for English and multilingual WSD, covering 17 lan-
guages. The results (Table 1) show that USeA outperforms its competitors by a wide
margin, especially in multilingual WSD (+8.5% in F1 Score on XL-WSD).

Results in SRL. We report the performance of our SRL Module on two gold stan-
dard benchmarks for SRL, CoNLL-20091 and CoNLL-2012, covering six languages.
USeA is the first package to provide annotations in languages other than English
while also outperforming its competitors in English (Table 2).

Results in AMR Parsing. Finally, we examine the performance of our AMR Pars-
ing Module on AMR 3.02, which is currently the largest AMR-annotated corpus.
Even though USeA supports 100 languages, it is still competitive with other recently
proposed English-only AMR parsing systems (Table 3).

1 The CoNLL-2009 dataset was originally intended for dependency-based SRL. We convert
dependency-based annotations to span-based annotations using the gold syntactic trees.
2 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2020T02

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2020T02
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SMATCH

Lyu et al. (2021) 75.8
Zhou et al. (2021) 81.2
SPRING (Bevilacqua et al. 2021a) 83.0
USeA (AMR-Parsing) 80.9

Table 3 SMATCH score obtained by USeA compared with recent literature on AMR 3.0 (English)

5 Conclusions and Results of the Pilot Project

We presented the USeA project, providing an overview on its objectives and on how
we worked towards achieving them. We hope that USeA will represent a useful tool
for the integration of explicit semantic knowledge – word meanings, semantic role
labels, and graph-like semantic representations – into real-world applications.
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